Through Brown Eyes is a classic blend of the myriad ideas of England expressed in travel-autobiographies of the post-colonial migrant genre. The article shows the author navigate the different spaces created by the city in his mind-the childish and dreamy England; picturesque and Wordsworthian England; the cosmopolitan and individualist England; the xenophobic England and the largerthan-life England. These images are not monolithic; they alter over a period of time and are an omnipresent phenomenon that Mohanti has to live with. Through Brown Eyes blends admiration with resentment and accommodates elements of ambivalence. The book traces the darker aspects of the West-its racial intolerance, the angst of being alienated in a foreign land and the nostalgia that Localities, Vol. 4, 2014, pp. 79-124 Amrita Satapathy 80 Localities, Vol. 4 pertaining to the East, England has a multiplicity of associationsit is the proverbial land of nursery rhymes-"London Bridge is Falling Down", "Pussy cat, pussy cat where have you been", "Little Jack Horner", "Ring-a-ring-a-roses" and many others; it is the land of fairy tales, castles, battles and knights in shining armour; it is the land of moors and cliffs and Dover; it is also "Mother Megalopolis" ii , the Empire, the "Dura desha" iii -the archetypical and enigmatic land of dream come true. From Dean 
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Mukharji's A Visit to Europe (1889) ; from Suniti Devi's The Autobiography of an Indian Princess (1929) to Nirad C. Chaudhuri's A Passage to England (1959) and Aubrey Menen's pictorial tribute of a great yet candid city London (1976) , the city has been culturally appropriated to become a converging point of emotions of both positive and negative valence. Travellers on their first look at the city were assaulted with thoughts that contradicted their conceptual formulations regarding it. Here was England-a locale that was real yet mystical, permanent yet transient, harmonious yet conflicted and it is this fascination with the ambivalent city that solidified into the writer's inventive universe as an "imagined community" iv . Hence the discovery, or rather rediscovery became a revelation on many levels which brought along with it an emotional swing, a mental turbulence that has been labeled by postcolonialists as 'ambivalence' v . And England as a mindscape and landscape stands as the perfect metaphor for ambivalence. The country is reworked from the observer's angle-the sights and sounds of the city metamorphoses from a mere tour d'horizon to an inner exploration of the observer's world. The observer/writer's tour du monde of the cityscape is a two tiered one-dialectical and eristical vi . Prafulla Mohanti's 1 Through Brown Eyes achieves this as an 1) Born in 1936 in a small village called Nanpur in the eastern state of Odisha, India Prafulla Mohantiisan architect by training and an urban planner by profession. He is a noted painter, artist, and writer. He is an alumnus of Sir JJ School of Arts, Bombay. He went to England in 1960 for higher studies and earned a degree in Town Planning from Leeds College of Arts, UK. He worked autobiography of the diaspora sort. So ambivalence in the immigrant writer not only results in nostalgia and displacement, it also unmasks the true nature of his country of residence i.e. England.
It is interesting to observe how travel writers imagine the world to which they travel, and how their ways of observing and perceiving this world tells the reader not only about that world but also about the writer himself. Also it is interesting to see the strategies that are available to writers, and how these are used in their efforts to describe or imagine the world that they are England. As a post-colonial diaspora autobiography it acquaints the reader with the nostalgia and the fantasia a man from the East goes through during his stay in the West and the resolution he finally makes to carry on. As a travel writer from the East for the Greater London Council as an Architect and Town Planner and was elected as a member of the Royal Town Planning Institute, before leaving it to devote his time to writing and painting. A prolific writer, some of Mohanti's popular books are My Village, My Life, Indian Village Tales, Changing Village, Changing Life, and Through Brown Eyes. My Village, My Life was adapted into a documentary by the BBC. His paintings are known for their vibrant colours, moving brush strokes and the depiction of eternity through the abstract and symbolic Shunya (Nothingness). Prafulla Mohanti divides his time between England, the place of his residence and India, the place of his origin.
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Mohanti plainly characterizes the city in the form of nostalgia that haunts the self each time it is caught in a severe and harsh environment. Besides, it also addresses problems related to inbetween identity crisis. In the rites of passage one comes across a phase called the 'liminality' viii phase. The liminal state is characterized by ambiguity, openness, and indeterminacy. One's sense of identity dissolves to some extent, bringing about disorientation. This is the in-between identity crisis. Prafulla Mohanti deftly handles his phase of liminality to normalize his thoughts and enhance his self-understanding of the space he inhabits. At the end we see a much relaxed Mohanti shedding light on newer perspectives about London.
Through Brown Eyes, expresses the diasporic writer's dilemma and what post-colonial critics call as the 'arsenal of complexes'.
Besides, it should be remembered that it is also the autobiography of an artist-it is an impressionistic record of events, situations and understanding of an unfamiliar and hostile world. It represents the artist's refusal to compromise with the homogenizing tendencies of a society that no longer fostered a coherent and accepted set of values. The book weaves a paradoxical tale of an individual's experience of isolation in the proverbial land of picture-perfect England. The 'isolation' referred to is in fact a source of strength as well as weakness, "I wandered around Leeds. Wherever I looked I could see only grey-grey buildings, grey churches, and grey skies. A thick layer of dirt had collected over the Victorian Town hall and nobody had bothered to clean it. But when I went to the school and saw friendly faces I felt optimistic. I decided I must somehow overcome the difficulties and complete the course" Eyes it is England that is transformed into the 'other'. This is because the real England that meets the eye is very different from the 'other' England, whose maps and history one is made to memorize in school. Jamaica Kincaid says that her first encounter with England was in the form of a map, in school. She describes it as "laid out on a map gently, beautifully, delicately, a very special jewel…" (31). But then, she goes on to add ironically it also resembled "a leg of mutton" (31). Thus the idea of England for the natives of the East can be said to be 'bookish' or 'mappish'.
Post-colonialists hold the view that European texts have become important signifiers of cultural value. Elleke Boehmer elucidates,
The social worlds of Europe, urbanized, orderly, cool, snowcovered, definitively genteel, and laden with the outward trappings of text-based knowledge (bookshelves, maps, spectacles, etc), were always represented as elevated and advanced in relation to the uncouth, disorderly, and so-called text-bereft spaces of the colonial periphery. Representations such as these were then further reinforced by colonial natives' prescribed reading, where the only texts deemed worthy of attention were European, even if the worlds they described bore little relation to contexts in which they were being consumed. 3 And as in every colonized native's case, the European text trappings have also had a strong hold on the author's psyche.
The textual England has slipped into the little boy's consciousness imperceptibly. He revels in childish delights singing the rhyme 'Pussy Cat, pussy cat, where have you been?' to his pet cat and asking her in English "Have you been to London to see the Queen?" (9). Prafulla Mohanti's association with 'bilat' x or England to be specific is established with the village astrologer's prediction:
'He drew diagrams on the mud floor and declared solemnly, "This boy will go to Bilat"' (1). Acquainted with places like 'Kataka' (Cuttack) or 'Kalikata' (Calcutta), the idea of travelling to a foreign land intrigues the child. He studies hard in order to make it to, "…the country where the Gora Sahibs lived" (1).
"…They were the Rajas of India" (1), the superlative idea of England had been infused into his thought process right from kindergarten days. Prafulla Mohanti very jocularly says, his father "…used to talk about them as if they were Gods" (13) .
Likewise, Jamaica Kincaid too recalls that when their teacher in school pointed out "This is England" (32) on the map, she did with an authority, seriousness and adoration that made the little 3) Elleke Boehmer, 2006. Postcolonialism, Patricia Waugh(ed.) , Literary Theory and Criticism, OUP, p. 358.
Localities, Vol. 4 girl wonder, whether she was talking of the holy city of Jerusalem-"the place you will go to when you die but only if you have been good". That was colonized Antigua. In tiny Nanpur the simple villagers took great pride in serving the 'sahibs'-"The village headman sent presents of goats, vegetables, fruits and flowers" (13) . As a school kid, the author dreams up a very maternal picture of the English Queen -"The whole image of Queen Victoria, the cat and the frightened mouse made me feel close to her as if she was my grandmother" (9 But Indian rivers are romanticized and revered. Life, landscape and rivers form an integral part of England to the observer.
Mohanti also gives us a glimpse of English life as it is lived at an everyday level. His England is very hostile and insipid in
comparison, unlike the rivers-I thought Surbiton was a good example of suburbia. I had read about London suburbs during my course in architecture. These were the places where people lived and travelled to London every day to work. There were a few blocks of flats, but most people lived in detached or semi-detached houses with front and back gardens. In the mornings I saw the men with briefcases hurrying to the stations to catch their trains. They returned between five and seven. In the afternoons the streets were deserted and I wandered around admiring the flowers in the carefully laid out gardens (28).
Besides, this section displays a duality in the author's approach to size, and kept neatly in boxes" (28). The scrupulous and systematic arrangements of sundry chores that actually prove to be quite a hassle for people in India, astonish him,
The local shops and the milkman delivered groceries and milk in proper milk bottles. The laundryman brought the clothes. They put them outside the door and every week collected the money, which was left in envelopes. The door was rarely locked. I thought English people were very honest and wrote to my parents about it (29).
Mohanti's day out with his friend Tom, proves to be remarkable in more ways than one,
We went from Surbiton to Waterloo by train and then to Piccadilly Circus by Underground. It was a terrifying experience and I felt shut in and unable to breathe. I kept wondering what would happen if the doors did not open or the tunnel collapsed. When we reached Piccadilly Circus I ran up the stairs as quickly as possible, but the noise of the traffic in the streets was overpowering and I found it impossible to talk to Tom while walking on the pavement. There were so many people that I thought I might get separated from Tom and be lost in the crowd. I caught hold of his hand but he drew it away. 'It's not done in England' (30-31).
Beneath the politeness the author pries a touch of impersonality; the order and meticulous nature is in fact a façade. It cleverly conceals a self-centered attitude on life,
At Surbiton station newsvendors cried out, 'Star, News, Standard'. I read about the Great Train Robbery, children being murdered, and stories of divorce. I was brought up to respect education but in England more importance was given to money. The footballers earned more than the teachers. Church services were thinly attended; football grounds were full (50).
The silence and loneliness begin to have a numbing effect on him.
There is no one to talk to or share experiences with. The regimented life affects the soul of the artist. As the days go by, the author gets exposed to the other side of London, which is egocentric, racially torn and discriminating, "Later on, when I moved around London, According to the writer, Bach's music touched his "inner self" (42) due to its "spiritual content" (42). Sudden showers and winter bring in a sense of desolation and along with it the longing for the warm Indian sun. Meanwhile, he does enjoy the sight of snowthe white flakes falling gracefully and enveloping the entire city giving it a surreal look. The observations made by the author are not only graphic but also full of meaning. It is as if he is trying to peer through the veneer of people and things he comes across, to justify his previous imaginings on the land of his dreams,
We visited some expensive department stores. The customers were well-fed and well-dressed. There seem to be so much wealth in London but so much poverty in India. How could the British get so rich, I wondered. They stayed in India for two hundred and fifty years but did nothing to develop India. Tom said, 'The British gave India the railways. They were the rulers. They went to India to build their empire, not to develop India' (32-33).
Indeed, the sun does not shine always and the magic begins to wear off, gradually. The description of various nuances of Englishness i.e. his visit to the church, the concept of Christmas and giving gifts, the unusual food and dressing habits is detailed and humorous.
He finds the atmosphere inside the church claustrophobic: the absence of music, colour and congregation depresses him.
Temples in India bustle with life and silence is an anathema to the Indian way of offering prayers. The sight of Jesus nailed to the cross distresses him. The idea of suffering as a symbol of godhood is a shock for a man who equates God with love and life. The new sahibs had forgotten that it was the Brown that generated a glorious civilization with some of the greatest contributions to the arts, sciences, philosophy and spirituality that towards the betterment of the human race… Ordinary brown people had an understanding of these but they were marginalized in the intellectual discourse and would not be listened to. The new sahibs forgot their past and began to deny their present. While aping their white masters they began to believe that nothing good could come out of their own, any good ought to come out of elsewhere. Where else, but from the land of the white! Brown indeed has become a burden to these new sahibs.
Brown also denotes something quintessentially English. Jamaica and Man (1985) states that,
The colonial system required that the colonized aspire to remake themselves in the image of the European, to become at once secondary to the colonizer and also (necessarily) other to what they were before. Yet, as they were not in fact European, or indeed white, there was always a slippage or hybridization, however subtle in the meanings that they thus worked to
reiterate. 6
But all said and done, the country is not without its bewitching charms. The author describes English life with the gusto of a traveller out to savour fresh experiences of a new found land, Tom's mother lived in a small village surrounded by green fields. It had a church, a pub, and a shop. The houses were grouped around the village green which had a pond with ducks swimming on it. Willow trees drooped over its bank. Her cottage was small, like a doll's house, with everything neatly arranged" (40).
When he sees farm workers going to the fields and cows grazing, it reminds him of Nanpur. He finds the typical English pub, "… full of smoke and noise" (42) and the English beer too bitter for his taste. Similarly, the good organization in public transport is a happy surprise for the author, as travel by train or bus becomes a safe option. Simultaneously, commuting long distances to work turns out to be irksome. A perceptive man, he finds English country life exhilarating and takes long walks,
The countryside was beautiful, with cornfields, hedges, ponds, and streams. I put my raincoat on the grass and lay down. I saw the blackbirds hopping and rabbits running from field to field. I stopped at hedges and picked blackberries. Wild flowers bloomed along the path and at a distance the church tower gave the undulating countryside a distinct character (39).
He does not ignore the country's beauty or the scenic seasonal changes on the environment, "I thought how beautiful England was and wanted to capture its spirit in my sketches" Localities, Vol. 4
As an afterthought, one can say that this multifaceted character of a place, though paradoxical, appeals to South Asian minds, because their pluralist culture views life in a holistic rather than in a bipolar manner.
The atmosphere, which was once bright and sunny, turns grey and finally metamorphoses into something deeper and darker. In 'East End' he encounters the disparities dividing the East and West;
and the sense of being discriminated is all the more pronounced.
The swing in the writer's point of view is perceptible in this case also. He believes East End to be full of honest and friendly people. in India, suffering with the villagers and the other was here, struggling to find an identity" (122).
"Paki" "Hit him" "It is not nice to abuse people" "Yaah" (135) This horrific incident leaves Prafulla Mohanti stunned. He spends many a sleepless night speculating on his life engulfed by a miasma of fear. When he tries to speak out or share his agony, people become reticent. Nobody wants to accept the fact that racial bias had become so prevalent in England. The hostility towards immigrants is appalling-"Don't these West Indians show off? I think they suffer from an inferiority complex" (137). Jamaica Kincaid writes with a sense of moving nostalgia, I had long ago been conquered. I did not know then that this statement was part of a process that would result in my erasure, not my physical erasure, but my erasure all the same. I did not know then that this statement was meant to make me small, whenever I heard the word 'England': awe at its existence, small because I was not from it. I did not know very much of anything then-certainly not what a blessing it was that I was unable to draw a map of England correctly. 9
The statement beautifully sums up what it means to be the 'other'-the pain, the identity crisis, the fear of rootlessness, the angst.
Moreover, it is a moving portrait of how man from the East has become fragmented and is leading as the great maestro Pablo Neither could I tell the difference between an Englishman, a
European or an American. They all looked the same. I rarely saw them walking in the streets. They went about in their cars…" (22).
As Boehmer says of Homi Bhabha-
He is especially concerned with migrant and minority groups and how they apparently translate and hybridize the metropolitan space even as they adapt to it-how they incorporate sum of it cultural forms at the same time they are incorporated into it. His concept of the third space describes this area of cultural interaction and mutual intervention in metropolitan urban spaces as it relates in particular to migrant and Third World communities in interaction with one another agreeing on certain issues, diverging on others. 12 The autobiographical novel is the perfect example of intercultural competence. Anderson and in his book Imagined Communities, he says that sometimes one also sees "… 'national imagination' at work in the movement of a solitary hero through a sociological landscape of a fixity that fuses the world inside the novel with the world outside" (London: Verso, 2006), 30. This idea is applicable to Through Brown Eyes in its entirety. v Homi Bhaba is of the opinion that ambivalence fractures colonial dominance. It disrupts the power structure that holds the colonizer superior. Through ambivalence the colonized is able to mock at the colonized and all that it stands for because "In the ambivalent world of the "not quite/not white," on the margins of metropolitan desire, the founding objects of the Western world become the erratic, eccentric, accidental objetstrouves of the colonial discourse-the part-objects of presence" (132); for further reference see Bhabha, Homi. (Spring, 1984 
